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Overview
• Historical perspective on the development
of silicon detector systems for the SSC
• Mostly silicon strips
• But a bit on silicon pixels
• Systems not detector or electronics
technology development
• Abe’s role
• Disclaimer: heavily weighted towards
personal recollection
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SSC Reminder
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

This is for the younger folks in the audience………
Conception 1978…..1982
Birth – 1983
Death – 1993
20 TeV protons x 20 TeV protons
Design luminosity 1033 cm-2 sec-1
16 nsec between collisions
Think higher energy, lower design luminosity LHC
Same physics goals, most of the same technical
challenges
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Tracking - the view in ~1984
• Charged particle tracking over a large solid angle at a multiTeV proton-proton collider at 1033 was seen as a daunting
challenge, impossible by some.
• Silicon detectors for
tracking were relegated to
vertex detectors.
• The prevailing opinion was
that silicon vertex detectors
were not possible at 1033.
“Silicon strip detectors(near the
beam pipe) appear to be limited
to…≤ 1032....the 1032 limit could be
optimistic.” (PSSC Summary Report pg. 130, 1984)
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(Detectors and Experiments for the Superconducting Super Collider, pg. 491, Snowmass 1984

But Tracking Is Needed!
• The problem was (and is) that very good charged particle
tracking was essential to achieve the physics goals at the SSC
(and is at the LHC).
• And secondary vertex detection was also known to be
desirable.
• Secondary vertex detection requires high precision near the
interaction point.
• To imagine finding tracks with the track density in events at 40
TeV (even neglecting multiple interactions in the same bunch
crossing) requires highly granular detectors.
• So the question soon became – how do you make silicon(or
other) detectors(and the associated electronics) work in such an
environment?
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Vertex Detection ~1984
• Vertex detection – any technology –
was seen as problematic at best at
1033.
• There was very little experience with
radiation-hard electronics (as
developed for military applications).
• Electronics was seen as the weakest
link, but not by much.
• However, there were indications
already in 1984 that silicon detectors
could be more radiation tolerant and
that cooling was desirable (eg. T. Kondo et al,
Radiation Damage Test of Silicon Microstrip Detectors, pg. 612, Snowmass 1984)
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By ~1985 We Need R&D!
• It became obvious in early 1985 that a more systematic
approach to detector R&D for the SSC was needed – there
were so many technical challenges to operating at 40 TeV and
particularly at 1033
• The SSC management instigated an international Task Force on
Detector Research and Development for the SSC.
• Tracking devices(Jaros, Kondo, Nygren, Seiden, Wagner)
• This Task Force made many recommendations that established
the path for much of the future SSC detector R&D in the US
and Japan.
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Hybrid Pixel Detectors ~1985
• The concept for a hybrid pixel
detector for the SSC appeared in
the 1985 studies(eg. Proceedings of the Workshop
on New Solid State Devices for High Energy Physics, October
1985)

• And in subsequent Task Force
reports and recommendations.
• These concepts were based, in
part, on devices for IR astronomy
but with electronics for the SSC
“A representative vertex detector for the SSC would require of the
order of 100 million pixels and readout amplifiers;hence, power
dissipation is a crucial issue…..the power dissipation could be of
order 100 mW/cm2…..Adequate radiation hardness for the SSC at a
luminosity of 1033..might be achievable using radiation hard
CMOS……
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Vertex Detectors Grow
• By mid-1986, it was
generally understood that the
scale of “silicon strip vertex
detectors” for the SSC would
be “large”.
• The priorities for R&D had
been established
– Radiation resistant ICs
– Studies of radiation damage to
silicon detectors
– Techniques for better wafer
processing
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Report of the Task Force on Detector R&D for the Superconducting
Super Collider, pg. 74, June 1986.
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Not Yet Full Silicon Tracking
•

•

By 1986 the virtues of silicon
tracking as opposed to “just” silicon
vertex detectors were not widely
recognized. This view was reflected
in the tracking summary at Snowmass
in 1986.
However, there were already
indications of full silicon tracking
concepts

A Proposal
10 of Solid State Ball for SSC, T. Kondo et al, pg. 399,
Snowmass 1986
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Report of the Central Tracking Group, pg. 385 Snowmass 1986

SSC Silicon Tracking Arrives
•

Tracking At The SSC.
H.F.W. Sadrozinski, A. Seiden, A.J. Weinstein (UC,
Santa Cruz) . SCIPP-87/100, Dec 1987. 37pp.

• By Snowmass 1988, the
concept for a silicon tracker
with ambitious tracking goals
(not just vertex detection) was
elegantly presented by Abe
and his colleagues.
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The 1988 Concept
• The concept aimed at providing
not just good vertex detection(~
5µ) but also tracking with good
efficiency even in 1 TeV jets.
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By 1990 R&D Well Underway
• By 1990, R&D was well
underway on all of the critical
issues.
• SSC-specific in the US and Japan
• Scale of silicon tracking had
grown
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Silicon Tracking at the SSC, October 1990, Symposium on
Detector Research and Development for the
Superconducting Super Collider
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1990 Concept

12x106 channels
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Experimental Collaborations
• Experimental collaborations were well launched by 1990(SDC)
and 1991(GEM) and included the large-scale silicon tracking.

Abe was the manager of the SDC silicon
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Detailed Design and Prototypes by 1992-1993
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Mechanics and Cooling Advanced
• Very impressive developments and
prototypes were completed by 1993
–
–
–
–
–
–

Stable mechanical structures
Cold operation
Robotic assembly
TV holography diagnostics
Active alignment monitoring
“Open” evaporative cooling

SDC 1992
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GEM 1993

Module Concepts
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Pixel Detectors by 1992
• The development of silicon
strip detector systems –
electronics, detectors,
mechanics – had been very
rapid in the 3-4 years prior to
1992.
• Silicon pixel detectors were
much more challenging (and
had many fewer people
working on them)
• Pixel detectors at very early
development stage by 19921993.
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1993
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SSC Silicon Strips -> ATLAS
• The overall development of silicon detectors for the SSC in late
1993 was substantially ahead of the corresponding, and
previously competing, work for the LHC.
• However, the 1034 luminosity at the LHC presented significant
new challenges.
• And it took some time to effectively integrate the US
“refugees” from the SSC into the LHC experiments.
• In the end, the development of “binary readout” electronics
pioneered for the SSC was adopted by ATLAS as were some of
the module fabrication concepts.
• And the US had an important role in these electronics and in
the fabrication of silicon strip modules for ATLAS.
• Abe led this from the start until the end of the work in the US
and you will see the impressive results in Mike Tyndel’s talk.
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SSC Pixels -> ATLAS
• Pixel detector development for the SSC started in the mid-tolate 1980’s.
• However, it was clear at the time of the SSC termination that
pixel detectors were not mature enough to be included in the
initial SSC detectors. They were upgrades.
• But the 1034 luminosity at the LHC precluded using silicon strip
detectors near the beampipe => silicon pixels detectors
required. Fortunately one had another decade for the
development….
• The SSC pixel electronics R&D led directly into the electronics
for the ATLAS pixel detector.
• And the impressive work on mechanics for the SDC silicon
tracker led directly to the design and fabrication of the
mechanics/cooling structures for the ATLAS pixel detector.
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SSC Legacy and Beyond
• The primary legacy of the SSC era has been the concept that
silicon tracking rather than small, specialized silicon vertex
detectors could be built and that large silicon trackers were in fact
the only way currently known to meet the tracking goals in a high
luminosity proton-proton collider.
• Obviously the development of radiation hardened electronics and
detectors, and the associated mechanics and cooling, continued
after the termination of the SSC with very impressive results.
• The current results will be presented at this conference – the
ATLAS and CMS silicon strip and pixel detectors - and the
expectations developed for the SSC detectors circa 1990 have been
substantially exceeded.
• Work on the even more challenging SLHC R&D (led by Abe in
the US) has started.
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